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Introduc~ion 
The vTOrds "Finnish Folk Melody", appearing at the head 
of various chorales in the Finnish chorale-book, have always 
interested me, and I finally began to inquire as to their 
origin. Only one person could be found who vTas familiar vTi th 
the matter, but he gave such an interesting account of it 
that I vTas anxious to learn more. 
The prospect of 1vri ting a thesis on the matter \vas a 
pleasing one, since it afforded an opportunity to delve as 
deeply as possible into the subject. However, because of a 
scarcity of materials, and because most of 1vhat \vas available 
was in Finland, the problem of gathering information became 
acute. After an extended search among Finnish churches in 
this country, and notices concerning it in the ne,r.Tspapers, 
only one copy of the 1888 chorale-book was finally located in 
California; and many other important sources, such as the 
minutes of the General Synod, could not be obtained at all. 
But th~ough correspondence with friends in Finland, including 
Ilmari I<rohn, the collector of the folk melodies, and th~ough 
personal conf·erences vlith Rev. Toivo Harjunpaa, to \vhom I am I 
deeply indebted for much information, enough knovTledge ·Has 
gathered to supplement the fe\v printed sources that could be 
secured. 
The · purpose of this thesis is to show ho"l'l and \•Thy 
Finnish spiritual folk tunes came to be used in the official 
Jl/ 
Church of Finland chorale-books. It has been. necessary to 
first trace the development of congregational singing in the 
- - - . . . · -. - · 
Lutheran Church, since its gradual. decline . was an important 
factor in bringing .the . ne:vr~y-found folk material into the 
hymnals • . The slow·, unrhythmical, almost ~eadly, performance 
of the chorale had . become a burden to Christianity, and in 
order to make it the vital, uplifting force that it had 
originally been, something revolutionary had to happen. And 
thus 'it .was, that after the .discovery of the folk melodies, 
they were suggested for use in the chorale-books. This was 
a wis.e decision, because not only did their . rhythmic struc-
ture re.vivify congregational singing, but . the old chorale 
itseli' was brought back to its original . rhythmicform, with 
the. result .that both were saved from oblivion. 
Because of the large number of melodies finally taken 
into ilse over a period of years, it has been possible to 
examine .only thecontents of the first chorale-book in which 
they were included, namely the 1.903 . edition. The follovdng 
editions, 1908, 1913, and 1922. eachadded new ones, until 
the last one, in 1944, includes over one hundred .of these 
spiritual folk tunes. 
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Chapter I 
Ib& Whole Development Q!: Congregatio~ _ ~ingi;pg 
~ ~- Reformation 12,_ the . ~nd .Q! ~he ~ Century 
Particularll in Finland 
The Eutheran Reformation .and congregational singing 
~ ~ - -
are so closely interwoven that .. it is difficult to imagine 
- -- -· 
either one without the other.. The Reformation. mo.st certain-
. - -- -
ly gave impetus to congr.egational .. singing; . and .among the 
- ~ - -
secondary means by which the Ref.ormation .was promoted, none 
was more powerful. 
Luther 1 s teaching ( 1 the .. doctrine of the general priest-
- -
hood of all believers') differed from that of the hierarchi-
cally governed church by restoring. the right. of' every Chris-
tian to participate in the public. worship. However, it 
would have been impossible for each member of' the congrega• 
tion to preach or to read the lesson; . and the mass, as it 
was still called, was stil~ sun~ ~oplain chant. melodies by 
the choir. The . solution, then, •ar individua~ participation, 
was to have . the. congregation join .in the singing of metrical 
hymns. 
The. problem. of finding room .for hymns in the service 
was dealt with by versifying. some .. -of the texts usually sung 
by the priest and the choir.. Luther, himsel:r., made into 
versified hymns some of the Ordinary, such as the Credo and 
Sanctus; and. some of' his hymns are bas.ed . on the. traditional 
Proper texts. 
,, 
The Lutheran Church in different countries differs 
greatly in the number of Latin prose tex ts that have been 
turned into hymns. In some there are more, and in others 
less. In the Swedish-Finnish tradition Finland, being po-
litically united, followed closely, though not entirely, the 
Swedish pattern in the reshaping of the liturgy after the 
Reformation. Of the Ordinary of the mass in this tradition, 
only one text has been used in versified form, namely the 
Gloria in Excelsis; and this was a north-German tradition 
that Scandinavian churches seem to have accepted. In gener-
al, the solution in Scandinavia '\<Tas to make room for congre-
gational singing in Proper texts. The traditional Gradual 
had to give room for a hymn. It became customary to sing a 
hymn before the sermon, and at the beginning IS£ the service, 
which made the introit unnecessary. Hymns were sung also 
during Holy Communion, and at the close of the service. 
Although the leaders of the Reformation were aware of 
these possibilities for hymn singing, and although the ideal 
of a 'general priesthood' had been conceived, in many places 
1.vell over one hundred years vrere required before this tradi-
tion was realized. Although the hymns were popular at home, 
at school, and in the fields, they were very slow in actual-
ly becoming a part of the service. It is true, however, 
that these early tunes 'l;;rere used in church as choir an-
thems and motets; but they were not in a form that could 
be used by the '\vorshippers. Many great treasures of Luther-
L,l.. 
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an chorales have originally been. cantus .firmus tunes .of five- ~ 
- I 
six-, _and often eight-part m<?tets, which_ ~~ e_ i ~ v~~~ally . I 
impossibility for the. congregation to sing. the melody. Their 
. . - ~ .. . . ' . 
rhythmic. structure also was often of sucp difficulty that the 
- . .. - .. 
average layman would have found them extremely troublesome. 
- . . .. 
The original. rhythm of the well.-known . 'Ein teste Burg' may 
. . - ~ .. 
serve . as an example. 
Then a tremendously important .reform took place when 
Osiander, in 1586, published an . edition of hymns, 'Geist-
. . 
li.che Lieder 1 , in which the_ cantus_ f .irmus was changed from 
the tenor t .o. the treble. Sma.Jl and simple though the change 
looked, it was revolutionary in. c.ongregational singing, whic . 
was possible only when the can.tus _firmus was taken out of 
hiding and given to the highest voice. About this time the 
organ was becoming more widely used .. as an acc.ompanying in-
s-trument; and with the changing_ of the position .. of _ the _ can-
tus. firmus, . hel.ped make conditions .better for .the average 
congregation to learn to sing. 
In Finland, at the beginning._ of the Reformation (early 
in the sixteenth century), the .Ordinary of the Gregorian 
Mass was translated and fitted. to the Finnish language in 
melody and rhythm. The Proper, as. a .. direct translation, was 
not suitable for usage in the congregations because .it was 
too mellsmatic. However, later on, after 1605, there are 
manuscripts of .. all the Introits fitted to the Finnish 
language. 
I 
---- ------ --- ~- /4. 
-- -- -- I 
Th~ first Fi~ish: metrical ~ hymns began to appear iz:t _ t~~ 
middle of the sixteenth century. Between , 1580-1585, Jaco.bus; 
. - - . - ' . - --- .... - - . -- ... 
Petri Finne (Jaakko Suomalainen, 1540-1588) wrote the first 
·- . --
Finnish hymnal, at the command. of King. John. III. It con-
tained 101 hymns, v.1hich wer.e . mo.s.tly translations of German 
- - -- - - -
and Swedish .. hymns. 1 Soon others followed his example. How-
- . -
ever, _it was not until in 1701. that the first--official Finn-
~sh hymnal app~ared, containing. 413 hymns, . and remaining _in 
use until 188.6. In 1702 the. melodies for these hymns were 
- . 
published--the first Finnish. chorale-book. 2 Until then, 
only manuscripts had been. used _, such as the Jacobus Fran-
cisci melodies front Kangasala . in. 162.~, and the four-part 
Tabulaturbuch at the Turk:u. Cathedral.. As already mentioned 
concerning the hynm texts, the. melodies were also, ~or the 
most part, taken over from Swed.en. or Germany. The first 
Swedish chorale-book, with figured bass, . was printed in 
1697. In comparison with the Finnish .. chorale-book of 1702, 
it appears that of about 250 tunes, about 200 are identical 
in both publications. In the_ 1702 edition there wer.e many 
original Finnish melodies, which, since then, have suffered 
gradual disuse. Only seven of these are in the latest 
(1944) edition of the chorale-book. 
1~ Krohtl; Ilmari, ~ Lutherische .. Choral .. !n-Finland, p.2 
2. :-Dlid.' p.3 
II i ~ i ~J==~~==~========---~_ =.=.~=-~~==~ 
On1y. a small number of. copies. of the 1702 cho.rale-book 
·- -
were published, and at the time .of' the. Great Northern War 
. .. - ~ . 
(1714-:L721) almost all of Finland was devastated by Russian 
- . . . . -· ' - ~ 
troops, and. most of the few organs were_ destroyed. Therefore 
w.e m~s~ . be~ieve that in most congregations th~ chorale sing-
ing. wontinued by oral . trad~tion, cmd- as memo.ry -ai~s' . the 
melodies were written by some of the cantors for their own 
use. It is understandable thatthe. manifold manuscripts 
differed from each other in particulars. 
In the eighteenth and ninteeth centuries there was a 
general deterioration in chorales. Osiander, in putting the 
cantus :rirmus in the upper voice, forgot _that the terior part 
went so. high, with the. result that mo.st of the chorale set-
. . -
tings- were in keys much too high .for general use. Also, 
there prevailed a school .of. thought that •each note requires 
a harmonic pillar!, which was supported by men su~h as Haeff 
- I 
ner, Vogler, and. Nordlund, . with the result that the melodies 
were simplified . and polished mos_t carefully of all melismas 
and rhythms • . Moreover, the organs were poor, and the organ-
ists were of limited ability, all o.f which caused a decline 
in the chorale tradition. 
Except in Helsinki, the church music. was at the dis-
cretion of the musicians, andthe . organists and cantors in-
terpreted the music as they found best. Antti Nordlund, uho 
was an organis.t in Vaasa, published the first four-part 
chorale-book in 1850. Even he found reason to regret that 
==----~---~!=~~==================~=-====================~,~~==== 
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I. 
I 
that there are . hardly two congregations .. in the land where 
. ... '. - -
the same tune is sung. the same way.n3 Nordlund felt it his 
duty to oppose some rhythmical .melodiesthat had . found their 
- . .. . . 
way into the churches by .replacing. them with new tunes in 
his hymnal • .. The lowest point. of this downfall was reached 
in 1860, when even the. nevrspapers in Helsinki .. be.gan to dis-
. . . - -
cuss the problem. The headlines .. read: . "Could Congregational 
4 Singing Somehow. be. Improved.?"·· and "Is Organ .Music Sui table 
- . - . . 
in Worship Serviees?"4 the latter sho:t<dng that the ability 
of the .. organists was . not too praiseworthy. 
In 1863 the government set .. up a . committee to investiga t 
choral.e tunes. Rudolf Lagi, an ... exp.ert, \'Tho was. head organis · 
at the Suurkirkko in .Helsinki, was. invited to serve on the 
committee, because a new hymnal, .whi.ch finally came out in 
1886, was being planned. Lagi. set . himself to work. earnestly 
and coll.ected many hand-writt.en chor.ale-books, which showed 
great differences between books. As mentioned before, be-
caus.e of a scarcity of organs and. print.ed books, it was cus-
to.mary that cantors hand-wrote chorales; and the lack of 
uniform tradition was often the resuJ..tof wrong copying. 
Lagi had to decide what. to do . about the different versions, 
and made an important decision by going back. to the 1702 
I I 
-· ~~~~~=~=========Hr-=~-=-
3 •• - Flodin-Ehr s.trom, . Richard .Faltin Och _ ~. Sam tid, p. 294 
4 Ibid., p. 295 
chorale-book, because it was official. 
In 1863 the committee put out a proposed hymnal, which 
went back to the 1702 form, and in 1867-1868 the tunes were 
published. This was a valuable service and a real contribu-
tion, because the 1702 tunes were more rhythmical and lively. 
However, before they could be used in churches, they had to 
be published in four parts. At this point Lagi invited 
Richard Faltin, a famous 1musicologist',to help. 
Faltin was a German musician who found in Finland his 
second home, and a wide field for his work, in which he was 
effective as a pioneer. (Faltin I•Jas born in Danzig in 1835. 
He \·ras a pupil of Fredrick Schneider. Later he became the 
University music director and organist of the Suurkirkko in 
Helsinki.) Faltin used, to a great extent, the preparatory 
studies of Lagi, and the four•part chorale-book came out in 
1871. This book contained some of Faltin 1 s own chorales whic! 
were rhyth~ic, in contrast to those of the Haeffner-Nordlund 
tradition. 
Competition resulted. The old school of Nordlund was 
not yet dead, and the new Lagi-Faltin book was strongly in 
favor of rhythmic chorales. E.A. Hagfors, a music teacher 
in the Jyvaskyla seminary, went so far as to try to stop the 
selling of the Lagi-Faltin edition, and published a revised 
edition of the Nordlund 1850 book in 1876, using the old, 
slow, even rhythm. 
When the ne\v hymn texts were approved by the General · 
7. 
ij 
II 
___ _l_ ---· · ___ _ 
- - 1: - -.- . """' -- ~ ---- ---.. - .. 
I 
Synod inJ.886, it was necessary to produce a new . and. conside 
ably larger chorale-hook, al.sa. The 1886. As.sembly advised 
. . " . 
the committee to use . the Hagf.ors-Nordl.und .revi.sed. edition as 
the basis for i.ts work. It is tragic to not.e. ho't>T the Lagi-
Fal tin chorale-book me.t . with antipathy, and .. as is often the 
cas.e~ those who knew the least ab.out . musi~ spoke th~ _ mc:>~t. 
Bishop Collianderwas also a member of th~ : l886 col_Ilnlittee, 
and it was his dominating . personality which.ruled. . the 
ses.sions. Fortunately Colliander. was. all f .or :bhytbmic 
- . . 
chorales and, therefore, he brought Faltin. into the work. 
In J.888 the nel-r text edition was .. published, . and. the. proposal 
of the chorale committee were. mad.e early in 1889. 
The policy of the Church . of. Finland has always been 
that the official hymn . tunes mus.t .. be. agreed. upon by o:r:ricial 
church authority, the Church Assembly; but. the harmonization 
:eal'l be left to ind.i viduals capable of doing . it. Bishop 
Calliander, the . chairman. of the c.ommi..ttee, realized that the 
were authorized to pre.sent .only the melodies, and that they 
could not be used in churches unl.ess they were harmonized, 
s.o. he did it himself. He worked so successf.ully, with the 
help of . a musical. advis.or, that they had the four-part edi-
tion out before the mel.ody. edi.tion. As a result, it was 
possible . to begin using the new hymnal immediately in the 
church services. 
The propo.sed . chorales were merely provisional, however. 
Because of a lack. of unanimity in the c.ommittee, concerning 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
the use of rhythmic chorales, the rhythmic and . even. versions 
were set side by side. After a trial period, during which 
it could be . observed which type the public preferred, the 
final selection was to be present.ed . to the Assembly for 
approval. 
= --~=-==ll================ 
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Chapter II 
!• ~ Discovery .Q! Spiritual Folk Melodies 
Even today, the German influence is the most important 
l in the chorales of Finland, .. and fifty years ago the prevalence 
of __ the German influence was even greater. The number of Ger 
man chorales included, for instance, inthe Faltin 1888 
choral.e-book vra.s about 150; while . over against that, the 
Finnish national contribution \'Tas extremely low. 
The position of the Lutheran chorale was endangered by 
the small numbe.r _ of the .available tunes . that were actually 
in use; and as already mentione9, by the equaL rhythm and 
slow measure of the singing, which agreed too much with the 
spiritual laziness of the. people. Thus it happened that a 
new invading flood of Swedish, English, .and American tunes 
began to be used; and the shallow, often trivial, in the 
best case, sentimental style o.f these, managed to draw away 
the general taste from the earnestness and dignity of the 
chorale. The example of Denmark, where the chorale was re-
pressed to a low degree, eontained serious vrarning for all 
the other northern chunches. 
In Finland a change arose unexpectedly by which the 
national Finnish element was saved out of oblivion, and by 
vrhich at the same time the old chorale was. examined and 
newly revived in rhytrun and performance. 
In 1886 the 'Suomalaisen Kirjallisuud.en Seura 1 (Finnish 
~ -==Li.te:roary~ So.Coi-e_tyJ~ dec id.ed_ to..=-colle~ t and-'publi-sh- s e¥eral==--
l 
volumes C:! Fii1J.1ish folk _music.; .and two university stu~ent~, 
Mikael Nyberg and Ilmari. Krohn, were given scholarships for 
. - . •·- . 
the purpose of collecting the melodies. 
It was not known yet at . this .time .that a great wealth 
of religious folk music . exis.ted. Although Ilmari .Krohn had 
heard from . his . brother, Kaarle Krohn. (Prof'essor of Finnish 
folk lore, of international repute), of so-c.alle.d . 'arkkivei-
- .. 
su.t' , (ballad.es) which w:ere . sung .by the. folk . in .their re-
. . . 
ligious meetings, . the ... only tune. that he. had .. actually heard 
. . 
was one well-known secular. tune. used . for sacr.ed. vrord.s. This 
was not enough. informat.ion to. arouse the interest of the 
young collec.to.r .s; nor would .. they.. hav.e. knovm where to begin 
their quest. So little did the educated. clas.ses .. mingle with 
the. common people, that these religious folk. melodies were 
. ' -- -
almost complete1y hidden from. them. . This was due in part 
to the peculiar fact . in Finnish history that the SvTedish 
language .. was used among those of the .. upper classes, although 
the vast majority a£ the people. spo.ke. Finnish as the mother 
tongue. There vras cons.id.er.abla animo.si~y between the two 
groups; and c.onsequently, the more. educat.ed individuals 
attended only the liturgical. aervices in the churches, and 
never the revival. me.e.tings .'\'The.re .. the. folk mel<ldies could be 
heard. 
The. slbory of. the. .. discovery . of these .religj_ous tunes5 
is indeed a . dramatic one, and .. a kno.wledge of it is necessary 
6 .Krohn,. Ilmari, . p.p. Iil+o-45o ~a-t~mi!.fi~ Suo men Kirkko-
I 
II· 
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j chorale-books. I 
' During. the summer of 1890 the two students, Ilmari . . f 
Krohn and ~ikael Nyberg, roamed northward through th_e v~llages 
~nd c~untryside of Central Finland, an ar.ea rich ~n folk 
music. One day, in Wiitasaari, aft.er they had written down 
many secular melodies, an old man, visiting from south'\'lest 
- ' . ~ . . -
Finland, asked the students if they would . care to hear any 
. . 
of his songs. Not expecting much, they politely answered 
that they vrould gladly make note. of them. But when they 
stepped into the old man's ro.om and he b.egan to sing one 
sacred s.ong after another, they forgot time and being as 
they listened to the flovr of melodies. An unbelievably 
rich world opened before them, . and .. they vrere aware of the 
fact that in . their search for silver they had struck an 
- ~ unusually rich vein of gold. The collectors decided to 
change their itinerary comple.t .ely, and instead of continuing 
northward, they went south to Laukaa.. The :Besult of their 
work during this .time was approx.imately 100 religious melodi 
ten of which were added inLaukaa. Since the majority of 
these. (sung by the old .man. from Rauma) were from southl-rester 
Finland, it vras obvious that in that area there was a living 
tradition of spiritual folk music, and also, to a certain ex 
tent, in central Finland, as was. shalom . . by the ten trmes from 
Laukaa. Krohn and .Nyberg. did not fully realize 'even yet the 
effect this was to have on the.ir. future -vmrk. But . they knew 
'I I. 
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II 
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they had found some of the 'arkkivei.su' melodies whi~h Kro~• lk 
brother had mentioned. Here the.y had . some.thing ne.w, artistidl-
- . II 
ally speaking, re.sembling folk music . in its simplicity, and 
1
. 
yet much richer. 
- I 
Scientif.ic research has dis.covered that Finnish spiritu] 
al folk singing stemmed from the spiritual song of the German 
Pietists and Herrnhuter of the e.ighteenth century. Hmve~er, 1
1 
it is stylistically entirely changed by the melodic instinct II 
I 
of the north which was, of course, late in its historic de-
Because there I velopment in . comparison wi.th central Europe. 
were no printed music books . . in the. north, . the tunes were 
transmitted orally from country to country, and generation 
to generation, which favored this process of accommodating 
the borrowed material. to the. character of the p,pople. 
The texts of the mentioned tunes give. a more distinct 
hint as to their origin. The texts 1.vere found principally 
I 
in two collections of songs., 'Siionin Virre.t' (Hymns of Zion~ · 
and 'Halullisten Sieluin Hengellis.et. Laulut' (Spiritual Song~ 
of Yearning Souls), which .were printed in Finland in 1790, 
and which were known by the names 'Iso .Siioni' and 'Pikku 
Siioni 1 • (Large Zion and Small Zion). The 'Small Zion' 
I 
originally contained only 26 songs., among which were several 
1 indigenous texts. The 'Large Zion', translated by Elias 
Lagus, stemmed from the collection 1 Sian. S.~nger 1 , printed 1
1 
in Sweden in 1743, and which consis.ted of many translations I· 
11 of German songs of Herrnhuter, such as. seven by Count Zinzen{ 
-====-ll-= - -==---=-==-=== 
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dorf, and su:pplemented _by indigeno~s Swedish .poetry. From I 
the former Pietistic song book, 'Mose och lambsens visor' I 
(Hymns ~f Mos~s and the Lamb), printed-in 1717, only a few 
wandered to Finland, and were ac.~ept~d int~ the 1 S~~ Zio~~ 'I 
An investigation of German .Pie.tis.tic . and Herrnhuter 
tune.s, however, brought only. small . results, since already the 
dominating . melodic style was quite dif'.ferent. A re.search 
trip through Sweden also seemed to. be _ '\!zithout_ sudcess at the 
beginning, . until Krolm found .a group in No.rrland . in whose 
circle 'Sions Sanger' was . still. being us.ed. Among the ap-
proximately 150 tunes. written down here, were a few which 
were familiar? or related to Finnish_ ones, _ anc:L hinted of a 
common origin:~l .. _ .. The biggest part of the Finnish tunes ean be 
recognized at_ first glance_ as mo.re or less ind.ependent cl).or-
ale variants, . and a limited numher of less valuable tunes 
pres.ent traces of newer secular .style influenc.es. But be-
s.ides many uniquely formed cho.rale . . variants, there was a 
series of entirely independent .tunes . who.se beauty and origin 
ality made the question of their . origin an interesting one. 
Finnish spiritual folk singing .. vzas . born undoubtedly in 
a painful period--the Great Northern War, . between Sweden and 
Russia and her allies (1714-1721), 't'ihich ruined SvTeden' s 
hegemony, . and a1so beought. heavy consequences for Finland. 
Almo.st half of the population perished, the who.le country 
was devastated, and the peac.e treaty tore part of. Karelia 
from. F1.nland . .. After the peace treaty it was necessary to 
I 
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begin anew in all fields. Fat.e decreed .that. the faded life 
of the Fi~QiSh nation was . practically extinguish~d by ~~e 
Swedish dictators; the result_ b~ing, as already ~entioned, 
that the upper c.lasses re.spedted the inherited Finnish lan-
guage less and le~s, and accepted the S'\vedish language_. 
However, among the peasant population were 'the meek of 
the earth', in \-Those hearts a religious awakening was in-
spired. By the 1 Great Unpeac.e 1 the soil was opened by _ God 1 s II 
plovling and was. made .ready to acce.pt the se.ed of the vlord of lj 
... - - I 
God. It is unique that the first seed came from Germany J 
through Siberia to Finland. Among the soldiers of Karl XII, I 
who suffered in Siberian captivity for years, a deep-going 
awakening aros.e by correspondence \>lith German Pietists. I! 
Ai'ter their return, these awakened . soldiers, ,;1 th many oi'fi- 1 
cers among them, ppenedtheir .homes for .religious meetings 
with like-minded friends. The state and ecclesiastical 
offices tried to hinder their ac-tivity, but their faith \•Tas 
so mighty it could not be extinguished. The Finni.sh r_ertval~l 
I 
ists maintained lasting connections ·with German friends, first 
· II 
with F..a.lle Pietists, and later also with Herrnhuter. Accard i 
ing to the German pattern, the common singing was z.ealously 
observed. This was important, be.caus.e the 1Prohibi tion of 
Conventicle' of the .year 1726 prohibited common private de-
votions, but not the common singing after funerals., at vred-
dings, and other family festivals to which friends were in-
vited. 6 The tunes of these s.ongs were, d3f course, trans-
6. Krohn, Ilmari, ~ Lutherische Choral ,!a Finland, p. 23 1 
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mitted orally, with the res.ult that they, as ~11 fo~k_ music, 1 
were subjected to a gradual alteration; and not onl¥ in some 
incidental. sequences, but they were stylis.tically dyed by the 
corresponding folk character and by the .. musical tradition 
"'.vhich was .. alive in the different parts of the country. Thus 
the s.entimental kind of European melodies of the eighteenth 
century disappeared, and changed t .o the s.terner and deeper 
melodies of the .. preceding epoch, which still. predominated in 
the north. 
The style change was to become. apparent entirely when 
the religious. interest of the upper. classes in Sweden and 
Finland cooled because of the . spreading . 'Enji.ghte.nment 1 , and 
when the movement. of the 1avrakening.1 hid in farm homes and 
country parsonages.. In Sweden the revival . retired to the 
northernmost parts of the . country, while in Finland the 
spiritual folk s.ong found _ in the southvxestern section of . the / 
couD,try a lasting abode. Thisregion, in which the spiritua] 
I 
songs were preserved, extends in. a triangle. in the southern 
dmrection to Uusikaupunki, .in its .. no.rthern direction until 
a li ttl.e behind Pori, and in the eastern direction, near 
- !l ...... -·· ·-··· ···· -~ 
-- ---
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Kokemaki. It is not incid.ental that here, especially, the 
spiritual fo.lk song vras kept, since this region is probably 
the cradle of the oldest Finnish peasant culture, and probab 
ly here the runes of the Kalevala . aros.e. The faith life of 
medieval time.s also. first took root here, and thus it may be I 
explained that . the strongly conservative folk character of I 
the -~outh"tvestern ,I1QJ1ulation has __ guaranteed the survival of L_ __ _ 
I ---
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the spiritualfolk tunes to our time. 
A second, not less important, 'nursery' for these songs 
was found in southern Pohjanmaa • . From.here the religious 
movement, whose follovJers called themselves 'heranneet' 
(awakenedones), spread to northern .Savo. From southwestern 
. ' ~ . 
Finland, whe.re the. Pietists had the . name 1 rukoilevaiset 1 
(praying ones), the . movement was transplanted with its songs, 
' . . -
I 
in 1836, .. to far Karelia, in. the. region .of Lake Ladoga, by 
·r 
Rev. Henrilj: Renquist, whose influence is felt there yet todal . 
In spite of a lack o.f unders.tanding on the_ part . of the I 
State Church toward these revivals, it is . fortunate that the i 
I 
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already been disc.overed .in another way, as already related. 
Krohn once visited southwestern Finland in the hopes of 
finding tunes . for hymns which he had never heard sung any-
. -. -
where. The sing.ers \tlandered how he knew. to ask for just the 
- . -
hymns which were so little. known; and they considered it an 
honor . when they had a melody to .contribute that was complete 
ly nevr. In Pori there v1as an aged woman who tried to hide 
her ignoranc_e _ .by be.ginning to improvise and manufacture 
melodies for the hymns. Krohn no.ticed, however, that they 
were all based on the same. chorale, but cleverly. adapted to 
the. varying meters of the texts. Krohn .surprised the singer 
by telling her of his observations • . In his . ignorance at 
II that early stage, Krohn . disregarded these melodies, because I 
he thought they did not have. the same value as those actual- ~ 
ly sung. by the peo.ple. Later he_ regretted this neglect, be-
cause he. realized that. thes.e melodie.s vTere actu~ll.y a living I 
example o.f how the fall adapted mel.odies. to hymns of differ-
ent meters when the actual tune .was. unknown. 
Occasionally, without asking. for the~-' .. they got new 
original melodies _for hymns that :t-mr...e . .favorites ... of indi vi du-
als and __ had. special tunes . reserved for them. _ In Untamala 
the collector.s met a 90-year old man who, with a small but 
clear_ voice, sang one of the greatest melodies . that has. been 
collected, and which, _ vlith slight changes has be.en adapted 
for use .in later .chorale-books. The fact that. this old man 
had sung the same song for Nyberg a. few years earlier in a 
I 
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s~ightly different way, merely shavrs how it 
ly matured during the years. . When he asked 
had subconscious- I anxio~sly whether / 
I 
Krohn .. had understood his weak sing.ing, and . the.n Krohn sang 
back the _whole- hymn to him, . according . to his WlJ1Uscript, the 
old man's face . brightened as he. said that was just the v1ay 
he had sung C s a young man in the. 1830's. 
In the summer of 1891, Mikael. Nyberg was. awarded a 
. . 
scholarship by the. Literary Society to do further .research in 
southwest Finland, in the Turku . area. . On this . trip Nyberg 
. . . 
found about . 300 melodies which wer.e used for . the 'Large' and 
'Small Zion', and some loose sheets. (Arkkiveisut). 
Early inl891, 34 melodies, the cream. of the crop of 
the previous summer, . were published 'Iinder .. the tite, "Kansan 
Lahj.a __ Kirko.l~e.n . (The . People's Gift to the Church). In the 
same year, while .. Nyberg was in southwest . Finland, Krohn 
went to ~fikkeli, where he. found tvzelve. melodies, s.ix of them 
so beautiful . that. he pub~ishe.d . them . as "Kansan Lahja Kir-
kolle II". 
By this_ time the discovery of this new vein of song had 
been made public, and single .. tunes and. collections began to 
come in from .all. parts of the country • . In 1892, 71 more 
melodi.es were . sent from Kuopio. This. was. the collection 
made by Rev. Durcbman in the 1830's, and __ mentioned. on pagel7. 
His. name, as v1ell as _ the year 1837 were marked on many of 
them, and .some .had even the day and. the. month noted. The 
name Kalajoki, where Durchman was minister at . that time, was 
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included. It can be safely assumed, then, that the 
whole c.ollection goes to the 1830's in Pohjanmaa. 
In the same year, 1892, an. almo.st identical collection 
wa.s sent in, 'vi th one tune from Turku, and the rest from 
Pohjanmaa. They differed from the previous ones only in 
that they were more melisma tic.. . . Fourteen tunes 'vere also 
sent from Anjala; . and in 1894, 22 more. were sent fro.m the 
same place by a man who., as a boy, had heard them sung by 
his fathe.r '\olho was a cantor. 
As has been previously stated, these revival hymns 
were all based on oral tradition; but in1895, 'Siionin 
Virsien Nuotit' (Tunes for the Zio.n. Hymnal) was published, 
being the fir.st published melodies. for these songs. They 
were mainly from Nyberg's and .Krohn' .s collection "Kansan 
Lahja Kirkolle", and were no'\'T published for practical use. 
The texts .. were already over 1.00 years old, and. the publish-
ing of their music was necess.ar.y for the safeguarding of the 
traditionof these hymns. 
In 1896, .over 100 valuable new tunes were sent from 
Tamp ere, in the area which . had proven to be so. abundant in 
this material. In 1897 Ilmari Kro.hn went . once more to 
southwest Finland, where Nyberg had. begun the work some 
years before, to see if anything .had been . o.verlooked, and 
to gather .tunes for the texts of' 'Siionin. Juhlavirret'. 
(Zion's Fes.tivaL Hymns'}. The search extended as. far as 
Herikarvia, 100 miles north of Turku, and . over 100 tunes 
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were notated. In the same year Krohn went to Lapua, where 
he found over 50 melodies, some of which were variations on 
the chorales for the 'Vanha Virsikirja 1 (Old Hymnal). This 
was an interesting discovery, because thus far all the tunes 
he had heard 1vere associated only -vlith the pietistic hymn 
books used at the informal meetings of the peasantry. As a 
result of this revelation, he vrent to Rauma and Pori in 1898, 
to see if the people sang official church texts to their o1r.n 
tunes. Here he found nearly 80 local variations on official 
church hymns. T·wenty similar tunes 'l;vere also found in Savo. 
Krohn made his last collecting trip in 1898 to Sortavala, 
where the Pietistic movement had also spread. The trip was 
successful, and he found about 80 melodies. 
The collected melodies have now been scientifically 
analyzed and aealt with more specifically in Krohn's Doctor's 
thesis, 'Ueber die Art und Entstehung der geistlichen Volks-
melodien in Finland'. The tunes have been published in 
'Suomen Kansan Savelmia'. 
/. 
B. l!Q.1:! the Spiri:tual E.Q1J£ Melodies ~ lfo !ig 
Used in the Official Chorale-Books 
---- -- --- ~==-=-= ~---=~ =~--
The trial period beti..reen 1888 and 1898, which closed 
Chapter I, had convinced all concerned that the tendency was 
in favor of rhythmic chorales; and a nevr chorale-committee 
published its proposed chorale-book in 1902. By this time 
the results of Krohn's and Nyberg's collecting trips, and 
Krohn's publications concerning the fOlk tunes, had gairEd 
prominence; and the committee, favorably inclined to this 
available material, chose approximately tv1enty tunes, the 
majority of which were approved of. 
These spiritual folk tunes gave a ne'\•T direction to the 
solution of the problem beti..reen the rhythmic and equalized 
chorale. It was a preventive against the shallmv Anglo-
Saxon music, which the old chorale apparently had not been 
able to resist. The newly discovered national tunes were 
vivid and vital, without superficiality, sacred and dignified 
but vli t hout stiffness. Besides, the construction of the 
strophe \vas broader and more artistic than it appears in the 
folk song generally. In rome cases it viaS superior even to 
the richness of the chorale. These spiritual tunes were 
entirely suitable to be embodied in the inherited church 
singing; and their deep musical expression represented in 
the truest way the national element '\vhich \vas wanting 
up to then, almost entirely. \'lith the 
ii 
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use of. these tunes in the .official service, the result was 
that the perfor.manc_e of the chorale. also. became more and 
more vi.tal. 
The General Synod of 1903 approved this new chorale-
book, which presented a good middle road . betvreen the 
rhythmic and equalized tunes, and allowed a choice to be 
made between the two forms. 
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Chapter III 
A Sur-vey .Qf ~ Folk-Material 
,I!! the !.29.3. Chorale-~ 
The ehoraJ.e-book appro.ved at the General Assembly of 
1903 was. the firs_t official choral.e-book to add national 
spiritual folk tunes. Of the twenty that .were suggested, 
eighteen were appro.ved and used. 
On the following pages each of the tunes will be pre-
sented together with 8.l. short analysi~ of its characteris-
tics, which are usually a re~ult of ~he section of the 
country in which the tune originated. The number and 
title at the head of_ each page are the number and title 
of the text in the 1903 chorale-book. I 
In order that the stylistic differences can. be under-
stood it is necessary to know the characteristics associated 
with the various revival movements mmong which these tunes 
arose. For instance, the spirit evident in the Pohjanmaa 
'herannaisyys• (awakened ones) and in the southwestern 
'rukoilevaiset 1 (praying ones) is altogether different, and 
is felt at . first contact, even in the songs. And still 
both groups use the same texts for the.ir songs, and for the 
most part follow the same doctrine. The difference is in 
the general . nature of the people, which is like the con-
trast between harsh men and swe.et children. However, each 
has both contributed and learned from the other. Neverthe-
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less, the Pietism of Pohjanmaa is more sombre in its repu-
tation than in actuality. The. revivalism __ of Savo was on 
common ground with that . of' Pohjanmaa. right .from the be-
- .. . -
ginning, and the music is also _ cornm.?n to a large extent. 
Although the tunes . .found- in southwest Finland are in-
. . 
dependent, they are the most . conser.vative. Those .from 
Ka.relia show most change .from. any original. ~ource, and are 
most .free and 'careless' in their. structure. Time changes 
within a melody are quite .frequent, and have resulted when 
a tune has not .fitted the meter of the text, and has had 
to be changed somewhat. 
The greatest productivity o.f independent spiritual 
melodies is shown by .southwest Finland, but generally their 
- -
art value does no.t equal that of_ tunes originated in o.ther 
regions. In general, without doubt, the cradle. o.f_ spiritual 
singing .is dfound in sou.thwest FinJand.; but it has expanded 
considerably in o.ther areas where it has go.tten a certain 
I 
magnificent verve; whil.e in southwest Fi~and it . has deepene4 
to a special heartines.s . which is of'ten not accessible to 1 
the observer at once. 
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No. 9 "Jesus Kristus meille nyt" 
• 
This melody appears already in 1888 chorale-book of 
Faltin. His assistant, who later became Bishop Colliander, 
was of a Pietistic background, and had heard the song in 
his youth in Pohjanmaa or Savo. This particular tune, 
however, lacks the ordinarily obvious characteristic traits 
usually found in this type of music; and Krohn, himself, 
says that he has never heard it sung, although it has been 
retained to the present day, and is included in the 1944 
edition of the chorale-book. (No. 12). It is difficult 
to say just why a tune such as this, 't-Thich lacks much of 
the character that is expected to be present, should still 
be kept in the choralebook. 
No. 24 "Ilmestyi p&imenille" 
This melody, formd in Pieksamaki in Savo, has been set 
to a C.hristmas text in · the hynina.l. ('Unto the Shepherds 
There Appeared'). 
It is a variant on the following chorale, which is 
. . 
No. 209 in the 1888 chorale-book. · It date.s from the. 16th 
century. 
The o.riginal chorale, with even time, has been given 
life and movement by the addition of passing tones and 
the use of occasional dotted rhythm. The changes have been 
sufficient to almost . complet.ely hide the. original line of 
melody. 
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No. 25 ttRiemuitkaam' sydamesta" 
The 1946 word edition of the hymnal claims this 
tune to be a variation on a German Christmas song, "Es 
ist ein Ros' entsprungen", from the year 1599. The 
original, from Germany, was used in the first Finnish 
chorale-book, of 1702. 
It is obvious that the changes in this melody came 
about largely as a result of trying to fit words of a. 
different meter to the notes. In such a case, not only 
the rhythm is bound to change, but the exact line of the 
melody is often lost in the attempt at accommodation of 
"t.vords and music. 
No. 111 0 1Jotk' oikiassa uskossaUt 
This melody is from south-west Finland, from 
among the 'rukoilevaiset' group. The General Synod 
of 1903 made some changes in the text, and the last 
two phrases were composed and added as a completely 
new section. 
This is one of the most popular tunes in the 
chorale-book, and is very much used even today. _ One 
of its most significant features is the 514 time, and 
the use of some rhythmic patterns throughout. This 
could, obviously, be supg in even, 4/4 time, but the 
fact that it is not, shows the folk tendency tmvard 
life and movement. 
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No. 165 "Nyt me, Jesus 1aupi.as" 
This tune is a contribution of Efraim. Jaakkola, 
(1791-1857) who was a farmer from Uusi~irkko, in ~outh­
west Finland. Although he was an individual composer, 
the fact that he was a leader in the 'rukoilevaiset' 
movement, causes. his music to reflect the character-
istics of this group. 
This melody is almost child-like_ in its modest 
simplicity, and it is one of the real gems. among these 
first folk contributions to the cho.rale-book. 
I 
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No. 206 "T~Hin ruumiin maahan . hautaaamne• 
0 
One of the members of the 1903 committee remembered 
having heard the above melody, sung as a folk song, from 
an old cantor in the region of Kainuu, in northern Pohjan-
maa. There are still traces of the 'rUL~oilevaiset' 
movement in that part of the country. 
For some reason, this tune has been used very 
little since its introduction into the 1903 edition of 
the chorale-book, and because of this, it was left out 
of the 1944 edition. 
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No. 213 "Ah autuas, ken armosta" 
This tune is from southern Pohjanmaa. The original 
version was considerably more melismatic, but in intro-
ducing it into the chorale-book, melodic ornaments vmre 
reduced to a minimum, leaving the above, polished melody. 
Unusually florid melodies are very common in this part 
of the country. 
No. 225 "Ibminen synnissansa" 
• 
This melody has its origin in Luvia, in south-\vest 
Finland. The conservative character of this section is 
evident in the music; although enough rhytlLm is used to 
add to the movement of the melody , \vhich certainly can-
not be accused of having the characteristics of the old, 
slov.T chorale. Originality and creative ability are evi-
dent in spite of the conservatism. 
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No. 254 "O Jesus, piinas kautta" 
The origin of this melo.dy is in Uusikirkko 1n south-
west Finland, the area that has proven richest in folk 
material. The text which it ac.companies speaks of the 
sufferings_ of Christ. The siihplic.ity and lack_ of orna-
ments again shows the cons.ervativ.e trait in the music 
and peopl.e o.f this area. 
This chorale.- variant is based on No. _ 6 in the 1888 
chorale-book, which is as follows: 
This certainly shows how far remo.ved some of the 
variants can be .from their origin. Ther_e is almost no re-
folk tune and the chorale from which 
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No. 303 "HaJ.ulla hartahalla" 
The origin of this melody is Mikkeli, in Savo. We 
again see the strong rhythmic structure that is common 
to the folk tunes. It can safely be assumed that this 
was originally patterned after a chorale melody which was 
in even time, and that the rhythm was finally added as a 
natural tendency of the people. The text of this song is 
based on the 77th Psalm, the context of which seems to be 
admi rably suited to the music. This particular rhyt11mFeems 
to lend an almost ethereal quality to an otherwise some-
what earthboung melody. 
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No. 313 "Ole, sielun', iloinen" 
This melody appears already in the 1888 chorale-book 
of Faltin, and is the same tune that is used for the 
folk song, 11Ah, mun rakas lintusein, sydamein on suruinen". 
It is quite possible that it i.·Ias taken into use as a 
result of Colliander's influence. This, again, shows 
the prevailing simplicity of this type of music, and the 
feeling of motion. 
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No. 428 "Herra, kaikki ravi_tset" 
. , 
This is another tune from the rich southwestern 
sec.tion of Finland, from Uusikirkko .• _ Again, the sim-
plici.ty of the. melo.dy is ~ important . feature; but a 
very important new trait is to be. no.ted near the end 
of the first line. The raised sixth in minor keys is 
a special characteris.tic of thes.e folk melodies, and, 
according to Ilmari Krohn, is to be found nowhere else 
but in Finland. 
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No. l.t-30 "Hyvyytta Herran" 
Once again 'toTe find a melody in a minor key, which 
is far more common in Finnish music than major keys. ThE 
contribution is from Savo. The slight use of rhythm in 
the melodic line is, of course, to be expected; but only 
enough has been used to, preserve the simplicity of the 
tune. 
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!I No~ 494 "Nii~ kauvan kuin me elamme" 
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This melody, from Lapua in southern Pohjanm.aa, has 
several interesting characteristics. It is, of course, 
~ ~ ~ 
rhythmical, and quite .generously ornamented with passing 
tones not found in the standard chorale. It also is in 
5/2 time, which seems to~ be quite common in this folk 
music of Finland. 
However, the most striking feature is the modal 
character of the tune, which is obviously neither major 
nor minor. This is a fairly common occurrence, and is a 
definite carry-over from Roman Catholic time in~ Finland. 
When the Lutheran choral.e came to Finland, the tendency 
was mix it with the Gregorian plainsong that had prevailed 
until then, with the re.sult thatmany oi' the folk melodies 
have the characteristics of both. 
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No. 523 "Ihminen, jonk' Jumal' loi" 
(";"" . 
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This is another contribution of the 'rukoilevainen' 
leader, Efraim Jaakkola, of Uusikirkko. 
The dominating feature here, again, is simplicity. 
It is a faithful reflection of the southwest Finnish 
folk character, which shows a hear.ty, open, complacent, 
and child-like piety toward all that is inherited from 
the past. It4 conservativeness, and shyness before new 
appearances has often challenged superficial culture 
changes in the spiritual field. 
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No. 52.4 "Suruton, synnistas11 
-e-· 
The above tune is from northern Savo, and reflects 
the more sombre character of therevivalismof that area 
and southern Pohjanmaa. An interesting characteristic of 
much o:r the music from this section .is a change to the 
relative. ma.jor key, which is evident here in the second 
line. 
The chorale upon whichthis .variant is based can be 
found in the 1888 . chora1e-book, No. 44. It is obvious 
that once again a rhythmic melodic .line has. been preferred 
to the original, .. which is noted below. 
I 
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No. 527 "En.ynnnarra.u 
The above melody is from northern Savo, and differs 
only slightly from the original. The only difference be-
tween the above chorale-book version, and the original 
is that the two slurred quarter notes at the beginning of 
many of the phrases originally \·Tere a dotted quarter and 
an eighth. The committee apparently thought the dotted 
rhythm was not sui table. This tune '\vas one of the three 
folk melodies us·ed already in the 1888 chorale-book, but 
there it was \~itten entirely in half notes, without the 
slightest trace of rhythm left. It is surprising that the 
original, rhythmic version was not included as an alternate, 
I 
as vms done in so many cases; but the existing 
folk music, and the rhythm associated with it, 
f 1 . • I ee 1.ng aga1.ns 
may have been 
the cause for vJri ting it in even time. The 1944 edition has 
notated the melody in eighth and sixteenth notes. 
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No. 529 "Taivaas.sa, ratki taivaassa" 
• 
This melody is from Pori, in southwest Finland. It 
is exceptionally well suited to its text, which deals 
with life in heaven. This is a prime example of dignity 
without rigidity, and vitEflity without trivialness and 
superficiality. The song is most . ofte~associated with 
use in f1Ulerals and .. at . services using the 1 judgement' 
theme at the clo.se of the church year. This tune has been 
a favorite since its introduction into the chorale-book, 
and many elaborate choral settings have been made by 
prominent Finnish composers. 
This chorale-varia.tit .is based on the. following 
chorale, which. is No. 162 in the 1888 chorale-book. 
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Chapter 1! 
Folk Tune Additions 
In Later Edi.tions of the Chorale-Book 
- ---- ___........ 
A commission was set up which, in the followin~ years, 
was to elaborate an appendix of spiri.tual Finnish folk tunes I 
for voluntary usage. The commi.ssion, consisting of Ilmari II li 
I 
i Krohn, Mikael Nyberg, and Heikki Klemetti, published three 
pamphlets, with a total of about 100 tunes, most of which I 
- I 
were approved by the teneral Synod of 1908 and 1913. Before I 
. I 
they could be used in the choral.e-'})ook, however, a majori t:y 1 
of the tunes had to be altered in some particular features-. 
For instance, in many cases, the chorales to which they were 
accommodated di+-ot agree in their metrical construction 
exactly with the original texts of the songs. Also, the 
commission, in having a choice between variants, often com-
bined the most beautiful sequences of them to bring about a 
final and most satisfactory variant. That could succeed, 
self-evidently, only by the .fact that all the members of the , 
I 
commission were in close touch with the ~olk singing and the 
collection .of the tunes, and that they considered necessary 
the full consent of all three members for the final form of 
I
I the melodies. 
1
1 Because the Genera~ Synod, according to 1 ts original 
ll_~=d=ec=i=--.s-=i=on=,= d=~=·d=n=o.t make obligatory the usage of the new ela-
borated tunes their practical introduction was dependent 
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on whe.ther they would win the hear1S of the congregations • 
.. ;~. 
The hope built on this was not. in vain, for . in the past 
~ . . . " .. 
decades. the tunes have gradually become more and more well-
liked by both the cantors and the congregations. Also, the 
wish was uttered to take in at a new revision of the hymnal 
the texts of tho.se songs vrhose tunes vTere no..t . accepted among 
the chorales because they did not find a corresponding meter 
class in the hymnal. 
There was an occasion for it at the. renevral of the 
Finnish hymnal in ~938. With it, at. ue new revision of the I 
chorale-bo.ok became necessary, which was finished in the fall : 
. . . . . . - . i 
of ~943. In this book, published inl944, are more than 100 I 
Finnish spiritual folk tunes. Moreo.ver, there are 21 tunes 1 
stemming. from older chorale . manus.cripts of Finnish cantors, 
as well. as from the 'Piae Cantiones', and . 54 products of 
indigenous composers. 
Hence in the church singing of Finland, the national 
element has a pos.ition of honor which. is. due it. Yet the 
connection with the historical development is not interrupt-
ed in any sense. The national par.t . is added organ1c.ally to 
the traditional, so that the Finnish chorale of'. today forms 
a universal whole. in all its man1foldnes.s with the good 
which was inherited from Germany and Sweden centur.ies ago. 
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Conclusion 
Although the Pietistic and Moravian. movements of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth . centuries. had a weakEning effect 
~- - . - - . 
on. European. Lutheranism and the chorale, a strange paradox 
lies in the. f-act that the same. inf1uences made .a definite 
and rich contribution to Lutheranism in Finland, especially 
through the music of the church. 
Perhaps . the modest sacrificial gift. o.f the Finnish 
people will become increasingly useful to the Church of 
Christ on Earth; perhaps i.t will .. coo.perat.a to . revive the 
spirit of the fo.rmer witnesses of .faith and. to bring to a 
development the full prayer life of the conmrunities. Yet, 
"all good gifts come from. above". Thus also, ._ d:m:esirt.t:iru.nes 
are not only hi.storical. pr.o.ducts of co-ef'fects of different 
kinds, but they contain at the same . time .. something of the 
deep pithy spirit of the awakeni.ng . and the conservation 
which came. after . the horror of the 'Great Unpea.ce' as a 
qui.ckening. rain fro.m heaven and. made the spiritual field of 
Finland flourish. These spiritual folk tunes present a 
sure token o.f the fact that these. heavy experiences were a 
work of the love of God, and .that through the hardships that 
the people endured, the plO'\'l of tribulation made of the 
'trodden highway' , the 'dry stony gro.und' , and the 'tho:nny 
. . 
ground', soft, good .soil. 
It is my earnest wish that these melodies, some of whic II 
are unusually beautiful, would finci their way out of the 
Finnish choral.e-books into hymnals in other countries, es-
pecially in America. A knm~ledge . of the existence of this 
vast musical . treasure should_ be of vital. importance to any-
one in the field of Church Music, and especial~y to those 
who must, from. time to time, serve on committees for the 
purpose of compiling. new hymnals. 
These tunes are truly 'the people's gift to the church'. 
But not to the Church of Finland, . a~one. It is a gift to 
the Universa~ Church, and ne.eds o~y to be accepted by it. 
1-/f. 
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Abstract: 
The Lutheran Reformation and congregational singing are 
so closely interwoven that it is difficult .to imagine either 
one without the other. The Reformation most certainly gave 
impetus to con.gregationaJ. .. sing.ing; and .. among_ the secondary 
means by which the . Reformation .was promo.ted, none was more 
powerful. 
The problem of Binding room for hymns in. the service 
was dealt with by versifying some of the texts usually sung 
by the priest and the choir. The Lutheran Church in differ-
ent countries differs greatly in the number. of Latin prose 
texts that have been turned into hymns. In general, in 
Scandinavia,. room was made for . congregational singing in 
Proper texts of the Mass, with hymns being sung_ in place of 
the Gradual and. Introit, and during Holy. Communion. 
However, for various reasons, . actual hymn singing by 
the congre.gation was very slow in becoming . a reality. One 
of the main reasons for this was the fact that the melody, 
or cantus firmus, was often in the tenor part of rather com- I 
plicated. polyphonic compositions. The chang.e, in 1586, of 1
1 
the cantus firmus to the treble voice, and the increasing 11 
use. of the org.an. as an accompanying. ins-trument, helpe.d \1 
promote congregational . singing, which had been. only a vision /1 
until then. 
The first Finnish. metrical hymns began . to appear at 
I 
II 
I 
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It 
the midd~le of the sixteenth century; however, it was not 
untill701 that the first official Finnish hymnal appeared. 
In 1702 the melodies for the.se hymns were published. 
As a result of the Great Northern War (1714-1721), when 
Finland was devastated and organs and books were destroyed, 
in mast congr.egations chorale-singing continued by oral 
tradition. Some of the melodies wera written by the cantors 
for their own use, and obvious.ly the various. manuscripts 
differed greatly. 
In the e.ight.e.enth and ninteenth centuries there l'ras a. 
general de.terioration in chorale. singing, because the chor-
ales were set in . to.o high keys, the. melodies were pol~shed 
of all . rhythms and melismas, and. the . organs and. organists 
were no.t . of the best. In 1863 the government set up a 
commission to investigate choral.a tunes.. This commit.tee 
put out a new proposed. chorale-book. which was published in 
18.68, and was based on the rhythmic .. chorales of the 1702 
chorale book. 
In 188.6 a new text edi t .ion of the hymnal was approved , 
and the committee.• s proposals for a new choral.ebook for it 
were pre.sented .in 1889. The. proposed chorales were merely 
provisional, however, because of a . lack of. unanimity on the 
committee, concerning the use of rhythmic tunes. After a 
I' trial period, during which it could .. be obs.erved which type 
the public .. preferred, the. final s.election was to be pre-
sented to the Assembly for approval. 
I 
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The German influence has always been the most important 
in the chorales of Finland, whil.e Until the beginning of 
this century, the Finnish national contribution has been 
extremely low. The position of the Lutheran.. chorale was in 
grave. danger until a change arose unexpectedly by which 
both the. national Finnish element and. the. traditional 
chorale were saved from oblivion. 
In the summer of 1890, two university students, Ilmari 
Krohn. and Mikael Nyberg, while collecting secular folk 
songs. for the. Finnish Literary Society, discovered the 
existence of a wealth of spiritual. folk tunes. These 
songs were, for the most par.t, a re.sult of various revival 
movements in the eighteenth century in Finland, which had 
their roots in the .Pietism of Germany. However, because 
of a sha.pp line between the Swedish-speaking upper classes 
and the lower classes, among whom Finnish was spoli:en, the 
spiritual fo.lk me.lodies remained hidden to the world of 
culture, and thus were not discovered until so late. 
Within a few year.s after their disco.v.ery, several hundred 
melodi.es were collected. 
Probably the most important so.ur.ce. o.f' these tunes is 
southwestern Finland, but other_ areas tha.t have made 
valuable contributio.ns are the provinc.es of Savo, Karjala, 
and Pohjanmaa. 
These spiritual folk tunes . gave. a new direction to 
II 
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the. s.olution of the problem betwe.en the. rhythmic , and 
equalized chorale. The trial period .. bet-vreen 1888 and 
1898 had convinced all concerned . that . the. tendency was in 
favor of rhytbmic .chorales; and . when a new chorale-com-
mittee published its proposed . choral.e-book. in 1903, 
approximately twenty of these newly-found rhythmic folk 
tune.s were chosen. 
A commission was set up which, in the following years, 
was to elaborate .an appendix. of spiritual folk tunes for 
voluntary usage. More and more o~ this .. material was 
added in later . edltions of tle chor~e-book, until the 
latest (1944) edition, whi.ch contains over one hundred 
Finnish me.lodies. 
Hence in the .church singing of'_ Finland, . the . national 
element has a po.sition. of honor 't~hieh. is .. due. it. Yet the 
connec.tion with the historical development is. not in-
terrupted in . any sense. The. nati.onal .p.ar.t . is added or-
ganically to the traditional, so that tha Finnish chorale 
of today formsa. universal. wholein all. its. manifoldness 
with. the good. which was inheri.ted .from Germany and Sweden 
c.enturies ago. 
